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Abstract 
It is well-known that today the smart-phone is no longer a luxury but a necessity, each of us having 
such a mobile device. The technology of telephony and smartphones has developed so much that a 
small size device incorporates all the features and applications of a desktop or laptop. Therefore, 
studies show that most young people spend more and more time on mobile devices (smartphones) 
doing various activities such as socializing, viewing movies, and documenting reading news, 
shopping, and even learning. Thus, more and more applications have been developed that enable 
learning by phone, providing both theoretical explanations and exercises and evaluation tests. 

In this article, we have tried to measure their effectiveness, the degree of use, and the motivation of 
users to choose such learning tools. The research was conducted through the eye-tracking device that 
allowed the user to track the user's activity within the mobile learning application, highlighting the time 
of focus on an element within the application, noting what makes learning more accessible or more 
complicated on the phone. 
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1 INTRODUCTION  
Nowadays, mobile phones have become so popular and accessible in society that every individual can 
afford one. Based on this, and their overall availability, their use has been based on complex learning 
processes [1]. Called mobile learning applications, these have become more and more advanced tools 
to become indispensable tools in today's learning. Mobile learning systems allow those who want to 
learn or deepen certain subjects to do this without the involvement of another person. In the online 
learning environment, user experience includes both teaching and learning processes as well as 
evaluation processes based on complementary activities that include tasks such as modular 
assessment by answering specific questions or selecting the moment of knowledge assessment. [1] In 
an active living environment where free time is shorter, mobile applications make it easy to access 
information easily anytime and anywhere, allowing users to leverage time spent on the means of 
transport or even in work breaks. Using mobile devices is more comfortable to access learning tools. 
They provide the opportunity to learn effectively, quickly. As a result, the learning process has to be 
equally applied. While ubiquitous computations are not fully developed, several activities come into 
use with the use of mobile devices. To understand the potential of such devices, there must be the 
ability to shape and adapt the work process by applying professional knowledge [2]. 

2 DEVELOPMENT OF MOBILE LEARNING PLATFORMS  
The learning applications, being easy to install and access, allow both the presentation of structured 
and customized information to the needs of users and the existence of evaluation tests to measure the 
knowledge acquired by users. 

Characteristics and dimensions of m-learning content 

1 Granularity / Sequence "Content elements are decreased so that there is sufficient autonomy, 
but also a specific dependence on another level." 

2 Modularity "Every cognitive element is bound or looking for another element that leads to an 
overall enrichment." 

3 Flexible dimension - multi-layer structure of content 
4 Ensuring performance and rhythm of access - each member can move to different stages at his 

/ her own pace 
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5 Entry into the field of knowledge - you can learn innumerable information without knowing all the 
elements 

6 Self-structuring nature of the content "Self-conducts and self-adapts itself through the 
methodological elements accompanying the knowledge path itself" [3]. 

Mobile learning also has many attributes and technological peculiarities that give it a positive character 
for pedagogical use, among which the portability (mobile character), the small size of the screen 
(compared to a desktop), the computing power (quick use (communication and social networking, 
forums), a wide range of available applications (which can be used as learning adjuncts), 
synchronization of data (between mobile devices and computers for storing information) [ 4]. 

However, technological dynamics bring new challenges to the many mobile learning variants through 
the learning applications available for mobile phones. The challenge lies in exploiting changes in 
learning environments and adapting to assisted learning by correlating with the use of mobile 
applications. [5] Numerous studies have highlighted the benefits of digital learning and mobile learning 
through which students and students, as well as other individuals who want to acquire knowledge in a 
given field, have the opportunity to access digital resources and interact with many systems learning 
without being conditioned by the presence of a teacher or accessibility to specific physical resources 
(books, specialist journals) [6]. Also, when using mobile applications for learning in their interest and 
not being pressured by assessment in an assisted environment, the motivation for use and learning is 
all the more significant as the interest is generated by hobby or curiosity for specific areas. 

The criteria for choosing a mobile learning application to the detriment of others are based on various 
criteria. If the main reason is the subject of interest, other criteria depend on the primary type of 
learning preferred by a person (auditory, visual or kinesthetic) or based on the information structure 
(associative or non-associative). If a user has developed the auditory memory, he/she will choose an 
application to provide auditory information, the learning process based on listening lessons. Studies 
show that most users use a combination of the three learning styles (auditory, visual, and kinesthetic), 
which they adapt to availability and the moment of learning, even if they prefer one. [7].  

Based on these criteria, and for as many programs as possible, they have created more and more 
platforms, using both deflated information sources and personalizations in design, design, color, 
menu, and accessibility. 

3 METHODOLOGY 
Based on all this information, we have decided to identify which of the design and aesthetics of mobile 
learning platforms attract the most attention of users and the desire to learn through them, as well as 
which are the elements of attractiveness for the user, where he looks at it most and what type of 
content he looks for. The purpose of the research was to identify the effectiveness of mobile learning 
platforms. Among the objectives, we can list the features that are considered most attractive by users, 
the identification of elements that provide a high level of trust to users and determine the choice of a 
particular mobile learning application, as well as identifying areas of interest to users. 

The research was conducted on a sample of 23 people who used or used at some point mobile 
applications to learn the various information to which eye-tracking goggles were applied and which 
showed them the interface of 3 applications mobile learning. They were asked to look at this image for 
a few seconds and identify the items of interest (menu, tools of use), after which they were asked what 
elements they captured and remembered, and what would change to that application. 

4 RESULTS 
In the research, we selected three mobile learning applications that we analyzed with the eye-tracking 
device.  

In the first case, we can see that users' attention was focused on informational content (text type). 
Asking how long they need to get acquainted with the application's interface, most of the respondents 
said that it is quite easy to use and that it only takes a few minutes to identify headphones, lessons 
available, tests (through the application, the information was grouped and organized in the form of 
topics such as "community questions", "numbers and money", "time and date", "tourism and 
orientation", " communication difficulties, urgency, and health) 
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Based on the Eye-Tracking synchronization, a heat map showed that the color of the user's time spent 
at a specific location in the application's interface. Practically, the place that has been viewed for the 
longest time will be covered with a lighter (intense red) and hard surface. On the other hand, the 
places in the mobile learning interface that has not attracted the user's attention and over which he 
has gone without being stationary are just blurred with a slight blue shade that only indicates the 
passage without staying on the item/sign or area from the mobile learning application. 

Also, on the evaluation page, the tests are also structured according to the degree of difficulty, so 
users have the opportunity to claim their level of assessment. Asking if they would use this platform to 
learn, most of the tested users responded positively. They also mentioned advantages such as 
efficient information structure, colors used in the application that do not get tired of the eye and do not 
attract attention from the content. 

 
Figure 1. Heat-Map: Capture of the first learning application. 

In the case of the second mobile learning application, we chose to approach an application with 
information content that is harder to structure and organized in a user-friendly form, namely "color 
verbs." With a bright red interface and information content formatted differently for highlighting, verb 
forms and their definitions are the main subjects to be learned within this platform. 

Observed the thermal map obtained by observing the platform by the users with the eye-tracking 
device we can see that their attention was focused on the informational content (the forms of the verbs 
and their definitions), the design elements and the decorative symbols passing almost unnoticed. 
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Asked what they think about this mobile learning platform most of the respondents said that even 
though the information content is very well structured and easy to memorize, the colors used are 
tedious and very obvious, so they feel distracted from the subject of the platform. Asked what they 
remembered from the visualization of the mobile application, the participants mentioned besides the 
visual image of the structure of the information (the three verbal forms followed by their definition), the 
abundant red color. They also mentioned that if they could change the structure of information to the 
idea that too many information is passed on one page, which becomes hard to remember. 

 
Figure 2. Heat-Map: Capture of the second learning application. 

In the case of the third mobile learning application, where the subject is also the grammar and 
vocabulary of the English language, the information structure was made on subsections in separate 
pages that could be accessed from the main menu page. In this application, all information was 
structured on items, and each item had a distinct page dedicated to both theory and application 
activities, examples, and assessment tests applied to the subject. 

Following the eye-tracking test, the thermal map shows that as with other mobile learning applications, 
the user's attention was focused on the informational content but also on the applied design elements. 
I have asked why they were attracted to those symbols; they said that because of the neutral color 
used on the background of the application, they could easily observe the design elements. They also 
mentioned that the application was more comfortable to use in the idea that the fields of reference 
from one lesson to another or the main menu in other subsections were much more visible. 
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Figure 2. Heat-Map: Capture of the third learning application. 

Finally, users were asked to perform a comparative analysis of the three mobile learning applications 
they used in the experiment to find out to what extent they appreciate as visible and active some 
primary attributes of mobile learning applications. They were asked to tick the values from 1 to 5 in a 
table, where one means the most dissatisfied and five most satisfied with the attributes mentioned in 
the table. 

For the first mobile learning app, users gave the following scores: 

Table 1: Attribute evaluated for the first learning application. 

attribute evaluated for the first learning application  1 2 3 4 5 

Design 0 0 3 19 1 

the complexity of the information 0 0 3 17 3 

colors used 0 0 21 1 1 

structuring information 0 0 3 15 5 

ease of use 0 0 1 10 12 

the memorability of the information 0 0 0 21 2 

intention to use 0 0 0 0 23 
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Table 2: Attribute evaluated for the second learning application. 

attribute evaluated for the second learning application  1 2 3 4 5 

Design 1 4 9 9 0 

the complexity of the information 0 0 4 12 7 

colors used 5 18 0 0 0 

structuring information 2 0 16 3 2 

ease of use 0 0 0 13 10 

the memorability of the information 0 0 0 21 2 

intention to use 0 0 0 0 23 

Table 3: Attribute evaluated for the third learning application. 

attribute evaluated for the third learning application  1 2 3 4 5 
Design 0 0 0 2 21 
the complexity of the information 0 0 0 12 11 
colors used 0 0 0 5 17 
structuring information 0 0 0 1 22 
ease of use 0 0 0 15 8 
the memorability of the information 0 0 0 4 19 
intention to use 0 0 0 0 23 

We can see that despite the advantages and disadvantages or user preferences regarding the design 
of learning applications or information structuring, or even information content, all participants in the 
study mentioned that they would use that mobile learning application to ease the process learning and 
taking advantage of your spare time in an efficient way. 

Thus, we notice that the efficiency of mobile learning applications is steadily increasing, with design or 
design attributes not impeding their use. 

5 CONCLUSIONS 
Based on the information we analyzed, we can conclude by saying that mobile learning applications 
are increasingly being used by people who want to make effective use of their available short time at 
various times of the day. Also, regarding the design of mobile learning applications, we can say that 
their design is fundamental in choosing an application to the detriment of others, notable being the 
attributes such as the colors used (which are not tiring during the passing of the information), the 
structuring of the information in the platform and accessibility. 
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